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Abstract
In the process of the national healthcare system modernization the problem of Russian medical
institutions performance becomes urgent. Today, the state of the healthcare system in the
Russian Federation and its individual regions, such that in some important indicators Russia lags
behind many foreign countries. Thus, in the short term the main goal of development and
modernization of the national health care model is improving the efficiency, optimization and
upgrading the existing system of healthcare. One of the most important aspects of achieving
this global objective is the analysis of efficiency medical institutions activity of the Russian
Federation.  Thus,  the  purpose  of  this  article  is  to  analyze  the  efficiency  of  the  medical
institutions activity on the Republic of Tatarstan example. This paper deals with the analysis of
the state of the regional healthcare system model, statistical data on the healthcare system
situation  in  the  country  and evaluates  the  medical  institutions  activity  of  the  Republic  of
Tatarstan. The final part of the paper sums up the performance analysis results and formulates
the perspectives of development in the analysis of region's medical institutions consumer flows
in a competitive market research.
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